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Introduction

It is with mixed emotions that I bring this collection of Alex Main’s work together. I had often tried to talk Alex into having a one
man show, but he always seemed to be doing just as much as he wanted to. However in 2010 the long anticipated exhibition
had been agreed to. Sadly Alex died in the spring of that year. This retrospective celebrates the work of Alex Main, a much loved
friend and firm supporter of Browns Gallery.
Alex had been given a second chance following his heart problems. Forced to give up teaching he focused his attentions in
the studio, on his sculpture. In doing so he managed to achieve a balance in his life that was never going to be easy given the
concerns over his health. His days were filled working in the studio an then later in the afternoon, preparing something for
Cathy’s tea. Something he approached with as much zeal, experimentation and attention to detail that you might expect from
his work in the studio.
I recall the first time Alex came to the Gallery to show me his work. I’m sure it was one of his excitable moments, not terribly
well planned. I think he just filled his car up with a few random heads he had around the studio. If I remember rightly he
dropped one on the way out and it rolled down the hill, quite some distance. It didn’t look too promising a start, but I saw
enough to suggest that he was very serious about the work he was producing, while blessed with a wonderful sense of
humour. We liked each other from the start and it wasn’t long before he became a regular fixture in and around the gallery. He
took a studio above and settled in.
It soon became obvious this spark had ignited something in Alex, delighted to be in amongst like minds, he relished the
contact with other artist, most noteably John Byrne, who he went on to sculpt many times. Drawing was second nature to Alex
and always a source of excitement to him.
However, it was his sculpture and his approach to the sculpted portrait that set him apart. Alex was slightly surprised by his
own success probably more so because initially it came from the continent. With it his ambitions grew and his work went from
strength to strength. Having his work cast in bronze always had a magical element for him. He never tired of the process, keen
to be involved at every stage.
A favourite place was the Scottish Sculpture Workshop in Huntly, a place where he was welcomed and struck up friendships
with artists and technicians alike. Wherever he went the reaction was always the same, people warmed and opened up to Alex.
He was a natural communicator, knowledgeable on a wide range of subjects. More often than not, it was not about Art, but Art
was where he tried to make sense of it all. He enjoyed life to the full.
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Since his passing much of his work has remained on show in the gallery in Tain. Surrounded by it daily, it constantly reveals
more and more of its subtlety and complexity. Much like the artist himself it has the ability to connect with everyone who
meets it. Alex did this easily with a grace and humour that touched all of those that were lucky enough to get to know him.

I consider myself one of the luckiest ones. I got to see him most days. His opinion was always worth hearing and he was my
sounding board on many things. The gallery reflects as many of his choices as it does my own. Today his voice seems stronger
than ever. Perhaps his absence makes it easier to hear, or me more willing to listen. A natural mark maker his unique approach
draws the likeness of the subject from the clay, a constant reworking creating a surface delicate, alive, raw, impressionistic
seemingly unfinished yet intentional and never self conscious.
For me the quality of the work was never in any doubt, the only question that remained to be answered was how long would it
be before everyone else caught on. Alex enjoyed greatly his successes at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery. It spurred him
on and allowed him to pay his foundry bills.
I hope this exhibition shines a little light on a remarkable artist who was too quick to shy away from the spotlight at times.
Gordon Brown
Browns Gallery

“Only the mediocre are always at their best”
Alex Main
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Portrait Bust of Norman McCaig

The sculpture looks at first sight as if it has been brought about by processes of abrasion, erosion or elemental assault. But, on further
consideration, it is evidently the product of artistic intention. And this awareness sparks questions. Did the sculptor perhaps mean
to imply that the sitter’s physiognomy is ravaged by the fury of his passions, or is he harrowed by the thought of time’s remorseless
conquest? Or the work could be unfinished and left intentionally incomplete. Or, yet again, is it just a fleeting impression? Has the
sculptor attempted to capture and fix what is elusive and unstable –the other person– and the shadows, lights, humours, strengths,
frailties, certainties, doubts and beauties of their constantly changing face –always the same and always different?
I first saw this extraordinary sculpture in a snapshot, sent to me with a letter from Alex Main, who wondered whether the SNPG might
be interested in his portrait of the poet. I confess, I did not know what to make of it. I had never seen a sculpted portrait like it before.
It attracted and created consternation in equal measure. It was, at the same time, beautiful and a disfiguration. What to say in reply?
I kept the photograph on my desk for some time – with one certain consequence: everyone who saw it found it arresting, intriguing,
perturbing and – unmistakably – a portrait of the eagle-eyed poet Norman McCaig.
I was still uncertain what my response should be, when a second letter arrived from Alex Main. I opened it in some trepidation as,
of course, he had not received a reply to his first. Was it a letter of complaint? But that was not Alex’s style. He was writing to tell me
about an exhibition at Brown’s Gallery in Tain in which the sculpture would be displayed.
Grateful for this reprieve and curious to see the work, I attended the private view. The quality of the exhibition impressed me mightily. I
should remark in parenthesis that, along with work by Alex were brilliant paintings by John Byrne and much else besides. On seeing the
bust of McCaig, ‘in the flesh’ so-to-speak, all my anxieties dissolved instantly. Here was something very special indeed.
My colleagues at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery affirmed that impression, and it was duly acquired for the national collection.
The Portrait Gallery went on to purchase a bust of George Mackay Brown, a more naturalistic and ‘conventional’ work by Alex. He
was also one of the sculptors commissioned to make portraits of leading poets in 2005. I remember at the private view when the
portraits were unveiled. Sir Timothy Clifford, then Director of the National Galleries of Scotland and a great connoisseur of sculpture,
was particularly taken by one piece: ‘Wonderful show. Who did the bust of Tom Leonard?’ I introduced him to Alex Main. An animated
conversation ensued. Afterwards, I asked Alex what Tim had said. ‘Oh – he was very kind about my sculpture’ was his modest reply.
That visit to Tain bore fruit in many ways. I was fortunate to have the opportunity subsequently to get to know Alex well and feel
immensely privileged to have become his friend. On my first visit to his studio, he spoke about how his unique style –a kind of
Impressionist sculpture– had come about. My eye was drawn to a particular bronze in the studio. It was the head of a young boy,
almost skull- like, sharp featured and emaciated, and modelled on one side only. The right-hand side of his face was cut away, with
just a flat plane where the rest of his face should have been. It is one of the most affecting sculptures I know. It seemed to speak of
suffering humanity –the tragedy of the human condition. I asked whether it perhaps represented a holocaust victim. No, explained
Alex, this was ‘wee George’.

He told me the following story: Alex was an art teacher for many
years. One day, the class came in and he noticed that a boy was
crying. He was being taunted by the other boys because his
mother had shaved off all his hair the night before. The reason
could be guessed at, and his shame increased their hilarity. Alex
decided to remedy the situation by declaring that he was going
to give the class a demonstration of sculpting in clay and that,
as George’s head was so perfectly formed, and clearly visible, he
would serve as the model. This did the trick. The sneering ceased
and the class was held rapt for the next half-hour while Alex
worked the clay, explaining as he went along what he was doing
and how the clay form would eventually be transformed through
the various stages into bronze. The bell rang, the class ran off,
Alex threw a damp cloth over the head and forgot about it.
When, some time later, he removed the cloth, he was taken
aback by what he saw. This half-finished portrait of George
somehow expressed, more than a completed one could ever
have done, the vulnerability and essential sadness of this child.
The sculpture was in a sense unfinished ‘but then’ as Alex put
it ‘so was wee George’. It was a moment of epiphany. Alex had
found his style. (See portrait of Wee George)
The story seems to epitomise Alex : both his ingenuity and skill
as an artist, and his profoundly compassionate nature. He was a
wonderful sculptor and – perhaps more importantly in the end –
he was a man of goodness.

Julie Lawson
Chief Curator
Scottish National Portrait Gallery
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“His days were filled working in the studio and
then later in the afternoon, preparing something
for Cathy’s tea. Something he approached with
as much zeal, experimentation and attention to
detail that you might expect from his work in the
studio.”
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“A natural mark maker his unique approach
draws the likeness of the subject from
the clay, a constant reworking creating a
surface delicate, alive, raw, impressionistic
seemingly unfinished yet intentional and
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“It didn’t take that long before Wee Alec
became a fixture in my life. He was a one-off…
enthusiastic, curious about everything, erudite,
funny, knowledgable…a lover of life”
Portrait of John Byrne
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“...is it just a fleeting impression? Has the sculptor
attempted to capture and fix what is elusive and
unstable –the other person– and the shadows,
lights, humours, strengths, frailties, certainties,
doubts and beauties of their constantly changing
face –always the same and always different?.”

The Drawings

I saw and was immediately captivated by Alex Main’s drawings before I ever met the artist himself. They were the most exquisite
I think I had ever seen in the gallery where I then worked – but mounted in frames which were so dilapidated that a friend asked
him if he had found them on the beach?
The occasion was the annual exhibition of the Caithness Life Drawing Group which is where we met each week, I struggling to
produce something even vaguely resembling the human form, he creating one gorgeous life drawing after another with seemingly
effortless ease.
He drew very quickly, discarding finished works without another thought and moving on to the next - which might well be of the
same subject matter but following a development in his mind as he sought for the means to describe what he felt more perfectly.
Quite often he would throw discarded versions in the bin from where I would later retrieve them and put them up for sale. It wasn’t
that he disliked these drawings - if was just that he had moved on to the next thing and they held no further interest for him although he was delighted when people bought them!
‘Drawing is like breathing - it’s just something that you do,’ he told me once and also that he drew to stop himself being bored boredom was the thing he feared more than anything. But he was seldom bored in a world made magical by his perception of it
and the stories he told himself about it.
Living in a fantastical world populated by pink sheep, sinister black cows and bow-shaped seals sunning themselves
mermaid-like on imperceptible rocks, he saw wonder wherever he looked in the world and made sense of it by recording it in
the small Moleskine sketchbook he kept ever-present by him. Halkirk, where he lived whilst an art teacher at Thurso High School,
was the magical centre of the universe, twinned with Narnia, where he thought all human life could be experienced. He retired
from teaching after a heart attack and we moved to Ross-shire. The softer, lusher terrain of Easter Ross was an invigorating new
challenge for him.
Alex drew with all his senses. He was intrigued with the patterning in nature whether it was in the torn fragments of rainbows or
‘gollans,’ in the stormy Caithness sky, the erotic whirling circles of small birds veering under low bridges, the glittering bog cotton,
regimented rows of turnips, gap-toothed slate fences, or the wind catching the surface of the sea. He once followed two orangetipped butterflies deep into the wood for hours, to capture the significance of some numinous moment he had experienced in
their erratic dance. Camus’ concept of the ‘benign indifference of the universe’ was one which permeated his drawing.
He technically only drew what he saw but his drawings are very tactile. Alex called it ‘rubbing a feeling’ and indeed it seemed
almost like rubbing an ancient coin or a toy drawing slate in which a picture would magically appear when scribbled over - except
that it was his particular vision of the world which appeared, which still resonates with the viewer once you become attuned to
his special vocabulary.
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He was intrigued with things hidden beneath the surface, often slightly menacing, which he obliquely suggested - a huge salmon
just below the surface of a river, a ladder of fossils of long forgotten creatures in a rock, mounds in the landscape covering the
remains of some lost civilization or layers of forgotten stories in his abstract ,’palimpsest’ works. This manifested itself in his
portrait sculptures too where suffering or complex personality traits in a sitter are suggested but not overtly described.
His recipe for drawing was simple and based on his adage that ‘there are no lines in nature’ so although he could make wonderful
line drawings (as in the seated model) it was a technique he rarely used. His instructions were - ‘lay down an area of tone ‘(by
hatching across the paper), shape the outlines of the subject with the edge of a plastic rubber and then work into it with a soft
2B pencil to create the lightest and darkest areas . Thus he taught his pupils to draw – with instant results. It’s a technique which
works for the most amateur artists but it was raised to a fine art in his hands. He was always slicing bits off his rubber with a
scalpel to get the whitest marks and sharpening his pencil to get the finest detail.
Ever-compassionate, he would never criticize anyone’s drawing apart from to make it better - he would be delighted that they
had attempted to draw at all and encouraged them by saying they had made an ‘an honest effort.’ (Those of us who knew him
understood that this meant it had little artistic merit!). His perennial excuse to comfort a struggling artist was that ‘only the
mediocre are always at their best.’
Where do I begin to talk about our southern-facing, midge-infested Eden on the magic island of Hoy? The first time we went
to Rackwick Alex was captivated by its vertiginous perspectives, dizzying cliffs, speedy slopes, creeping mists, wind -rippled
reeds and patterns of waves. Initially a Drawing Group expedition, it later settled to an annual pilgrimage by a core of four friends
(depicted as four fish in the drawings) the remaining three who continue to this day. Over the years we mapped and named
and overlaid the territory with our own mythology – the Places of Power, the Honeysuckle Bank, the Persian Carpet starred with
gentians and Grass of Parnassus , the Alhambra sea-cave, the Altar Stones where the bonxies smash open shells and skulls while
ravens keep vigil, the Elephant standing with its trunk in the sea and much else. It was an ongoing source of inspiration to him.
He found means of depicting the landscape appropriate to the terrain. The infinite skies and storm-swept moors of Caithness and
Shetland (where he frequently visited his daughter) he tried to depict as though ‘scoured with razor blades’ while the soft Italian
landscapes we later journeyed to he expressed by working into a glowing layer of gold leaf.
Although he was a brilliant sculptor and a fine painter, Alex thought that drawing underpinned everything and struggled to paint as
he drew. Possibly the painting which comes closest is of the Glasgow Necropolis which conveys the darkness of his view from the
Heart Transplant Ward at the Queen Alexandria Hospital, where he was patient for a while although the transplant didn’t go ahead.
He thought it one of his best paintings, although it disturbed him very much.
He was full of life and warmth and fun. My favourite picture of him was taken by our friend Rachel Morland (one of the four fish)
who caught a moment when he was dancing in the sunshine on our last trip to Rackwick, holding up his trouser-legs to execute
the moves that one of his pupils had taught him in the classroom, defying the little time that was left to him.
His warmth and enthusiasm drew you into his world and if you entered his ‘circle of care’ life could never be dull again. It was a
great privilege – and lots of fun – to have spent the last 20 years of his life with him.
Cathy Shankland
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